Movies2008 by Ray Luo.
"The Underrepresentation of Film in Everyday Life."
Slightly unedited versions of the questions that were written by Ray.

12 directors.

In one of his films, once a man thinks he made it home safely, the entire room starts to dance, and his hallucinations from pouring ale down his gut are revisited.  Another of his films was released in two versions, one of which shows the scene from inside and outside the house separately in time, violating the continuity of the story, in order to circumvent copyright laws.  He made forgettable works like Russia, the Land of Oppression and Where Is My Wandering Boy Tonight? in the middle of his career, but he's better known for an aforementioned film about a drunkard based on Windsor McCay's comic strip, Dream of a Rarebit Fiend.  The other aforementioned work pioneered the mindscreen, and contains a famous pan shot of a truck moving towards the house to be rescued, and is entitled Life of an American Fireman.  Also known for a work that cuts back to the telegraph office after a crime is already committed, FTP name this director that showed an outlaw pointing a gun at the viewer in The Great Train Robbery.
	:. Edwin S. Porter

One of his films contains a scene in which the female protagonist Mary is made out to be a Christian slave, because the line of poetry that inspired it suggests "if I were a king of Babylon," and begins with a shot of the Grand Canyon followed by a quote from the Bible that "God created man in his own image."  The first version of another of his films was made with Oscar Apfel, and contains the suicide scene of Nat-U-Rich followed by the return of Wynnegate to England with Diana.  Another of his films employs Sessue Hayakawa as a Japanese collector who uses his branding iron to mark the body of Edith Hardy after she tries to clear her sexual debt by giving him money instead.  The director of Don't Change Your Husband and Why Change Your Wife?, he glorified the British bathroom in a hodgepodge about Mary and her butler Crichton in the aforementioned Male and Female, as well as The Squaw Man and The Cheat.  Hedy Lamarr plays the titular role in the most famous version of his Samson and Delilah, while Charlton Heston plays Moses in the 1956 version of his The Ten Commandments.  FTP name this director of Biblical epics like The Crusades and The King of Kings.
	:. Cecil B. DeMille

One of his films shows three views of the protagonist at the theatre as the lecher stares at her hip, the crippled Sadoja stares at her feet (because he has a foot fetish), and Danilo stares at her face.  In another of his films, a scene in which Dr. Armstrong delivers a baby is cross-cut with a Prussian lieutenant courting the doctor's wife, and was shot by Ben Reynolds.  Yet another of his films sees the protagonist go around with his fake cousins trying to seduce Helen Hughes, but her maid sets the house on fire and Count Karanzim is dumped into the sewer.  In addition to a version of The Merry Widow, Blind Husbands, and Foolish Wives, he made Walking Down Broadway, which was reshot and released as Hello, Sister.  Irving Thalberg suspended his work on Merry-Go-Round, even though he had gained success directing a film about Queen Regina's intervention in the love of Prince Wolfram for a student in the convent.  FTP name this director who gave Gloria Swanson the titular role in the aforementioned Queen Kelly, and also made Greed.
	:. Erich von Stroheim

He made a film in which Benjamin and Wanzer take John to Tolston castle to threathen him with ghosts in order to confess his role in the murder of Aunt Josephine.  He made another film in which Mrs. Warwick provides funds for Reverend Jacob's Piney Woods school, and the woman that raised the money, Sylvia Landry, is found to be a daughter of the man who tries to rape her, Gridlestone.  In between making the aforementioned Lying Lips and Within Our Gates, he dressed up Bee Freeman in his show girl dance scenes--which he tried to employ in most of his movies, and cast Lorenzo Tucker as his heroes--dubbed "his Rudolph Valentino."  He made his first novel The Conquest into the talkie The Exile, and more famously employed Paul Robeson in the role of a phony preacher.  FTP name this author and director of Body and Soul, the first great African American filmmaker.
	:. Oscar Micheaux

He adapted Rudyard Kipling's The Jungle Book into Elephant Boy, and called New York the "twenty-four dollar island" in one of his works.  He visited The English Potter and The Glassmakers of England before turning to a film in which islanders grow crops mixed with seaweed, Man of Aran.  In one of his films, an oil company invades the home of the Cajun Alexander Latour, and another of his films told the story of the south seas.  He told the story of little Allee and Nyla on Belcher island and Hopewell sound in a work spurred on by William Mackenzie, and also directed the aforementioned Louisiana Story and Moana.  Collaborating with F. W. Murnau on Tabu, FTP name this documentary filmmaker of Nanook of the North.
	:. Robert Flaherty

He showed a swinging hanged man used to sound a village bell dissolving into a young aristocratic woman moving on a swing in one of his films that contains a wedding scene filled with candles surrounding the protagonists.  He filmed a woman selling apples at a night club who falls for Tom Brown, Amy Jolly, in a movie containing an infamous lesbian kissing scene involving a woman in tails.  He made the experimental The Salvation Hunters and the Japanese production The Saga of Anatahan, and in between, he stepped in for King Vidor for Duel in the Sun, and put ex-general Sergius Alexander in a film withing a film in The Last Command.  He had his character Helen Jones take on the roles of a lover, a mother, an adulteress, and a whore in film that features the "Hot Voodoo" number, and described Lola Lola's temptation of Professor Rath in another work.  FTP name this director of the aforementioned The Scarlet Empress, Morocco, Blonde Venus, and The Blue Angel, best known for working with Marlene Dietrich.
	:. Josef von Sternberg

One of his films ends with a windstorm that sweeps the British army from the land, and deals with the Mongolian pelts trader Bair, who claims to be an heir of Genghis Khan.  In another of his films, a farm boy is shot from high angle as he enters the city to show his insignificance, and military leaders are shot in a scene without their heads in an effort to deflate war.  A Simple Case and Chess Fever are films by this director, who showed a defense attourney being replaced by a drinker with hiccups in his best known film, which also includes a camera shot through a gun showing Pavel making across icebergs to a bridge.  In addition to the aforementioned Storm Over Asia and The End of St. Petersburg, he investigated Pavlovian conditioning in the film Mechanics of the Brain.  FTP name this director best known for focusing on the individual human element in montage in showing the slaughter of workers using 13 successive shots in the Maksim Gorky-inspired revolutionary film, Mother.
	:. Vsevolod Pudovkin

In one of his films, a disembodied hand is pursued by a woman on morphine, and only the servants would dare enter the house in which the guests find themselves.  Florence tells Rafael "your open mind has a synthetic world view" in another of his films, and later Rafael is shot after reaching for a lamb under the table.  Lil Eyes looks for his dad and a blind man is beat up by the gang in a film released as The Forgotten Ones, while a blind man plays Jesus in a version of the last supper in which Silvia Pinal plays the titular Viridiana.  In addition to The Exterminating Angels and The Discrete Charm of the Bourgeoisie, he described scorpions in the introduction to The Age of Gold.  FTP name this director who created Un chien Andalou with Salvador Dali.
	:. Luis Bunuel

Ingrid Thulin plays a mother who is raped by her own son in this man's film about the collapse of the Essenbeck family, which also contains a noted gay orgy of stormtroopers.  Farley Granger plays an Austrian lieutenant who uses Livia Serpieri's money to bribe army doctors in his film about a countess's betrayal of her own country.  In addition to Damned and Senso, he filmed Alain Delon as he tries to keep his family together, and watches his brother Simone rape his whore Nadia.  He employed amateur actors using an obscure dialect for his film about some Sicilian fishermen based on a Giovanni Verga novel.  In addition to the aforementioned Rocco and His Brothers and La terra trema, he made The Postman Always Rings Twice into Ossessione.  FTP name this Italian director who used his trademark long takes in adaptations of The Stranger, Death in Venice, and The Leopard, a sometime neorealist.
	:. Luchino Visconti

In one of his works, a character is going on TV to say that "we're all sheep," and later falls while tap-dancing, but nevertheless gets applauded.  In another of his works, Aldina is crowned "Miss Flour of 1989" while Ivo Salvini discovers a group of Michael Jackson fans dancing to "Triller" in a warehouse.  In addition to Ginger and Fred and The Voice of the Moon, he also directed a film in which the philosophical Steiner unexpectedly kills his children.  His autobiographical film Roma was followed by the academy-award winning Amarcord, and he followed the attempt of Guido Anselmi in making a sci-fi masterpiece in another work.  FTP name this director who gave Anita Ekberg a dip in the Trevi fountain in La dolce vita, and employed Marcello Mastroianni in 8 1/2.
	:. Federico Fellini

In one of his films, a joke that compares the protagonist's husband to a bear, an Ursus Gigantus, makes her hysterical, and she eventually runs off with the young archaeologist Bernard Dubois-Lambert.  Another of his films contains a memorable scene in which a peasant fires a slingshot next to a portrait of Henri Petain, having been rejected from the French Resistance to work for the Gestapo.  This director of The Thief and Zazie portrayed Jeanne Tournier's affair with a polo player before a midnight tryst causes her to leave her husband and child in the aforementioned The Lovers, as well as Lacombe Lucien.  He shot the slums of Calcutta for the documentary Phantom India, and also made Atlantic City and My Dinner with Andre.  FTP name this French director who recalled Catholic Julien Quintin and Jewish Jean Bonnet's boarding school life in Au revoir les enfants, notably married to Candice Bergen.
	:. Louis Malle

In one of his films, a man's mother hides jewels inside the titular objects, which are confiscated by the government.  In another of his films, the slave Sebastian tells the story of "The Fall of Man," in which the head of a pig is deemed to have control over the heart of a man.  In that latter film, the slaves revolt, killing the foreman, but their master takes back his beneficence and has Sebastian killed, despite his use of a magic powder to metamorphize himself.  In addition to The Twelve Chairs and The Last Supper, he also made a film in which David chooses his friendship with the gay intellectual Diego over political alignment, and attacks homophobia in his native country.  FTP name this director of Guantanamera and the aforementioned Strawberry and Chocolate, who detailed Sergio Corrieri's life in the Bautista regime in Memories of Underdevelopment, the best known Cuban filmmaker.
	:. Tomas Gutierrez Alea

4 actors.

He played a simple-minded milkman who became a boxing champion, and a shoe clerk who pretended to be a millionaire in The Milky Way and Feet First.  In one of his roles as a doctor, he gets so little patients that his phone gathers cobwebs, and he gets drunk with another doctor at a laboratory before walking slowly through the street to the hotel, where he chases after the sleep-walking Mildred Davis.  He plays "Speedy" Lamb, a friend of Peggy's at Tate University who tries to gain popularity by trying out for football, in The Freshman.  Also playing a Kansas boy who wants to be a star in Movie Crazy, he is best known for wearing big glasses and scaling sky scrapers as in a film where he hangs from a clock, Safety Last!  FTP name this silent comic who shared the spotlight with Charlie Chaplin and Buster Keaton.
	:. Harold Lloyd

She tells some guys to "get your resumes out" in one role in which her bed in the office is likened to an unending piece of lumber from another film.  In that role, she later sings "Gotta Taste All the Fruit" while onstage as Leticia Van Allen.  She also appears onstage as Mademoiselle Fifi playing Peaches O'Day in Every Day's a Holiday, and also sings numbers like "I Wonder Where My Easy Rider's Gone" in another film.  She falls in love with a gangster played by George Raft in Night After Night, and flirts with a mechanic as movie star Mavis Arden in Go West Young Man.  Returning to film with My Little Chickadee and the aforementioned Myra Breckinridge, she said "a hard man is good to find," and "why don't you come up and see me some time" in such films as I'm No Angel and She Done Him Wrong.  FTP name this actress famous for her sexual innuendos in witty one-liners.
	:. Mae West

He played "The Laziest Man in the World" in an appearance on Cavalcade of America.  One of his late projects was canceled when Merle Oberon got into a traffic accident, causing Josef von Sternberg to abandon an adaptation of Robert Graves' I, Claudius.  He duked it out with Don Murray in the role of Senator Seabright Cooley in one film, and investigated the role Christine took in her husband's murder of Mrs. French in another.  He was a corrupt justice of the peace in Hitchcock's Jamaica Inn in addition to the aforementioned Advise and Consent and Witness for the Prosecution.  Playing Inspector Javert in the 1935 version of Les Miserables, FTP name this actor who directed Night of the Hunter, won an Oscar for playing Henry VIII, and portrayed Captain Bligh.
	:. Charles Laughton

A sailor with a tattoo of this person is greeted with the exclamation "what you think I can't support my man?" while running around looking for the protagonist in Billy Wilder's Irma La Douce.  In one of her roles, she goes to the jukebox every afternoon while working at a St. Tropez bookstore, where yacht owner Eric Carradine tells her that "they are cast in the same mould."  In another role, she dons a black wig after meeting Prokosch, with whom Paul Javal is working on the film Ulysses, to be directed by Fritz Lang.  She played a handmaiden to Robert Wise's Helen of Troy, as well as Countess Irina Lazaar opposite Sean Connery in the Louis L'Amour western Shalako.  Making her mark as the rabbit-cooking orphan Juliete who drives her jealous husband Michel Targieu nuts, FTP name this actress known for her roles in the aforementioned Roger Vadim film And God Created Woman, as well as Jean-Luc Godard's Contempt.
	:. Brigitte Bardot; accept "BB"

24 british/american.

At one point in this work, Herman Schwimpf shows schoolmates his American flag tattoo, and waves his stars-and-stripes-forever tattoo at an Irishman.  Meanwhile, a character named White claims he has no mascot for luck, and eats Hershey's milk chocolate before his "show-down."  After Kellerman's message arrives, Jack is driven to attack at the bridge at Mad River by recalling the image of David's lucky teddybear.  Even though the protagonist dresses up for Jack's sake, he fails to notice the "bubbles in her eyes," but clings instead to his locket of Sylvia.  Featuring a bit part for Gary Cooper, this film deals with David Armstrong and Jack Powell's relationships with Mary Preston, played by Clara Bow.  FTP name this film about combat pilots of World War I, the first winner of the best picture Oscar.
	:. Wings

An important plot line in this film involves the protagonists' drawing in the sand, which in the real world would be wiped out by the storm.  Near the end, one character remarks that another character's hand seems too big for his race, to which he replies that he's actually part Spanish.  The protagonist is earlier told to remove her pant suit, because it makes her look unfeminine, and earlier she sneaks into a gathering in which women are pawns in a sort of marriage game in Biskra, and gets caught.  She is visited by the novelist Raoul de St. Hubert after she leaves her brother Aubrey and gets abducted, but she would reject him after she is abducted again by Omair and rescued by her initial abductor.  In the sequel, the son of the titular character is kidnapped by his lover's father.  FTP name this film in which Diana Mayo is loved by the titular Arab chief and womanizer played by Rudolph Valentino.
	:. The Sheik

In one scene in this work, a brother tells his sister not to eat onions, and she later scratches her nails at strangers while calling herself a "gentle dove" at the Love Market, where her earlier seducer Rhapsode watches in sorrow.  The book The Love of Lucile can be seen in the room of the "Musketeer of the Slums," who admonishes a boy for courting the Dear One after the Jenkins strike.  Responded to by Thomas Ince's film Civilization, it contains a section previously premiered as The Mother and the Law.  Walt Whitman's "Out of the Cradle, Endlessly Rocking" inspired the interludes that feature a woman spinning a loom.  The machinations of the high priest of Bel, the false accusation of a boy for murder, the slaughter of Huguenots on St. Bartholomew's day, and the crucifixion of Jesus are the parallel stories of, FTP this most ambitious film of the silent era about cruelty and injustice, by D. W. Griffith.
	:. Intolerance

One relationship barely touched on in this film is that of Grannis, the proprietor of Modern Dog hospital, and Anastasia Baker, who is the confidant of a character later killed by a junkman man named Zerkow who never appears in the film.  Popper and mommer prepare for a feast in one scene in this film that features the music of Mendelssohn playing inside the house while a funeral taking place outside gets the attention of the camera.  It begins with a quote espousing the telling of "truth," as conceived by Mathis and Farnham, who also did away with the change in living quarters and conditions as the protagonists moved from place to place, ending up at the old dwelling of Maria Macapa, whose hoarding as conceived by the director is mistakenly applied to the female protagonist.  Jean Hersholt was hospitalized after filming in Death Valley, and a pair of parrots are superimposed on Trina Sieppe's play with a bunch of gold.  FTP name this picture about the winning of the lottery by McTeague and his wife, a work massacred by MGM after its filming by Erich von Stroheim.
	:. Greed

A singer in this film claims the titular time is "mine to take, mine to give, mine to live," in a song about "Yesterday," and another character later exclaims that "today you're acting like tomorrow", before setting up a date with Sophie.  A performance is given at Cafe Ruse featuring dancers dancing to the lyrics "I'm like a ocean wave that's bumped on the shore, I feel so absolutely stumped on the floor," featuring Huck and Tanka singing "I Won't Dance."  After Aunt Minnie passes away, Stephanie distills the imaginative ideas of Huckleberry Haines into a line that she shows off in a finale that features the song "Lovely to Look At."  More famously, a character arrives as a Russian princess singing "I of course replied, something here inside, cannot be denied."  FTP identify this Astaire-Rogers musical with Irene Dunne famously singing "Smoke Gets in Your Eyes," named for a female fashion designer.
	:. Roberta

He made a "stupendous contribution to the Association for the Beautification of the Graves of the Glorious Dead," according to Mrs. Merriweather.  He believes that "with enough courage, [one] can do without a reputation," and joined the battle of Franklin because he has "a weakness for lost causes once they are really lost."  He always gets paid, saving his assets in Liverpool, and once put up $150 to dance with the widow Mrs. Charles Hamilton.  Stuck in a horse jail following the Civil War, this visitor to Twelve Oaks marries the widow Mrs. Franklin Kennedy, to whom he gives his hankerchief, and to whom he later exclaims "frankly my dear, I don't give a damn."  FTP name this husband of Scarlett O'Hara in Gone with the Wind played by Clark Gable.
	:. Rhett Butler; accept either name

One character in this work notes that his brother has the Moses effect: "you arrive and the crowd parts like the Red sea."  That brother was earlier admonished by Fusco, when he demands advanced pay, warning him that "you can't fuck the future, the future fucks you."  Gus's injury prompts Joey and Double J. to attack the Barracudas, after which we hear about how "we can take forever just a minute at a time" in a song about history repeating itself, "More Than a Woman."  After that song is played at the 2001 Odyssey, one character fails to save Bobby before he falls off a bridge, prompting him to abandon his friends to go to Manhattan, where we hear about "livin' in a world of fools, breakin' us down" in a the song "How Deep Is Your Love."  Stephanie Mangano accepts Tony Manero's apology in Manhattan, after they partner together to win a forfeited dance contest.  FTP name this movie starring disco-dancing John Travolta.
	:. Saturday Night Fever

The protagonist of this film would rather get wet inside a bookstore when it rains, and asks the proprietress about nonexisting versions of Chevalier Audubon 1840 and Ben Hur 1860.  Claiming to be Doghouse Reilly, the hero resolves to tell pretty much the truth at the end, having killed Canino and allowed Mars to walk out the door to be killed by his own men.  Speaking of front-running vs. come-from-behind horses, Vivian quips that how far she can go "depends on who's in the saddle."  Agnes reveals the location of Mona Mars, who has been hiding to act as if Sean Regan took her away, concealing his death at the hands of Carmen Sternwood.  FTP name this Howard Hawks film starring Lauren Bacall as Vivian Rutledge and Humphrey Bogart as Philip Marlowe, based on a Raymond Chandler novel whose title refers to death.
	:. The Big Sleep

The protagonist of this film has written Death at the Double X Ranch, though he is later told to "leave death to the professionals" by a man he keeps mistakenly call Callaghan.  At a lecture at the British Cultural Center, he is asked to give an opinion on James Joyce, but instead the hero of this film talks about his latest novel, telling Popescu that it's a murder mystery.  A shot of Anna Schmidt's cat jumping off the balcony to her favorite friend prefigures the main entrance of a character in a dark corner of the street wearing an enigmatic smile.  Joseph Harbin's body is found in a grave intended for a criminal who sold diluted penicillin to the sick in Vienna, as played by Orson Welles.  FTP name this Carol Reed film based on a Graham Greene story about an extra witness to a death, Harry Lime.
	:. The Third Man

Two characters in this film meet while one of them is doing a jigsaw puzzle of The Proposal, and she later refuses to play pingpong on a team with Bob, because she'd be the weakest link.  Earlier one character is asked whether she's a "Miss or a Mrs." but replies that she's an "Aunt" that every family has.  Another character is called Dr. Owl for staring at his patient, and his plan for adding a wing to the Cascade is observed by his patron, who earlier sparked in her friend a desire to do what'd interest him, to pursuing an architecture career.  The protagonist escapes from her demanding mother by impersonating Renee Beauchamp, though she's later called Camille by both Jeremiah Duveaux Durrance and his daughter Tina, who is befriended by the heroine under the auspices of Dr. Jaquith.  Because Durrance is married, the spinster Charlotte vows to take care of his child instead, speaking the famous line "oh Jerry, don't let's ask for the moon, we have the stars."  FTP identify this film named for a line from Walt Whitman that suggests a cruise to Rio for Charlotte Vale, containing what is frequently regarded as the greatest performance in the career of Bette Davis.
	:. Now, Voyager

Her future husband tries to do the crossword puzzle in a Chinese newspaper, and she later sends him a gift with the message "To err is human; to forgive, divine."  She wears black to father William J. and aunt Ellen Whitcomb's wedding, realizing she hasn't been a good wife.  She hoped that her husband would kiss her goodbye, and came to his apartment to cook his favorite waffles using Carroll Gibson's Housewife's Cook Book, and recalls her wedding, in which Dr. Lubbeck and Pinkie Peters showed up to tell boxing stories to the clamor of her husband, the sports columnist Sam Craig.  FTP name this titular multi-lingual political commentator of The New York Chronicle, a female award winner and subject of the first film pairing Spencer Tracy and Katharine Hepburn.
	:. Woman of the Year; or Tess Harding

One character from this film tells Lucas that he eats rocks: "I crush them and they tell me things," and goes on to explain the uranium lead test.  Dr. Thompson tells the female protagonist that it's logical for her to be "scientific about love," and reassures her that she has already repaid Williams for training her, whereupon he is quickly mobbed and spends the rest of the movie with bandage wrapped around his head so that he can't even talk when he is molested by a hand-claw coming in from the window.  A unique case is brought to the Morajo Bay institute by Dr. Maia, who explains the local legend of the Crazy Goole.  The titular locale is likened to "another world," as David Reed and the crew of the Rita tries to use rotenone to fish up a human-like thing that abducted Kay Lawrence.  FTP name this film about a being that evolved from fish found in the Amazon, which dies in the titular inlet.
	:. Creature from the Black Lagoon

Its employment allowed a short man who plays drums to gain a tall fat wife, attesting to the warning that one had "better use it carefully or it could change your life."  When used while "dukes and maharajahs passed the time of day," it led them to ask the user out to tea.  One person tells five musicians that he first learned to use it when "just a lad," and "me father gave me nose a tweak and told me I was bad," and using it "saved me achin' nose."  It, along with a joke on Smith's other wooden leg, caused Dawes Sr. to laugh to death, providing a slot open to George Banks, who's busy flying a kite with Jane and Michael.  It is described after winning a horse race, and "even though the sound of it is something quite atrocious, if you say it loud enough you'll always sound precocious."  FTP name this word used by Mary Poppins to describe her feeling after winning, which when spoken backward by her is "dociousaliexpiisticfragilcalirupus."
	:. supercalifragilisticexpialidocious

She imagines her boyfriend to be "a character in a book" when they first met, and tries to arrange a deal with Tom Branca involving her husband.  She's a natural cougher: "some ain't got it, not a lump," and she tells Keeney that she's "a bagel on a plate full of onion rolls" before roller skating.  She admires "Sadie Sadie married lady," and appeared in Chicken Lake ballet after showing up pregnant to sing of the "beautiful reflection of my love's affection," in the song "His Love Makes You Beautiful."  She fixes the "ruffled shirt" of the one who gave her a blue marble egg, the gambler Arnstein, and sings to him that "people who need people, are the luckiest people in the world."  Don't "rain on the parade" of, FTP this "greatest star" of Florenz Ziegfeld played by best-actress-Oscar-winner Barbara Streisand in a titular film, whose stage name is Fanny Brice, and tells jokes for a living.
	:. Funny Girl; accept "Fanny Brice" before it is mentioned

Among the injunctions given by a daddy in this work include: "thou shalt dig thy neighbor as thou would havst thou dig thee, thou shalt not put down thy mamas and thy papas, thou shalt not swing with another cat's chick," and "thou shalt not blow thy minds on school nights on national holidays."  The protagonist calls herself "the Philadelphia orchestra" and "the Modern Jazz quartet," and at the end, tells her co-workers the wedding was "just like in the movies," carrying a trunk marked "almost married."  She notes that she's "eating fancy chow and drinking fancy wine" while in the house of movie star Vittorio Vidal, but her later attempt to land Oscar Lindquist ends badly.  Nickie and her friends dance to the number "There's Gotta Be Something Better Than This," and Big Daddy Brubeck sings "with a tinkle in your fingers and a tinkle in your feet," preaching "The Rhythm of Life."  Containing the song "If My Friends Could See Me Now," FTP name this Bob Fosse musical starring Shirley MacLaine as the titular "sugary" prostitute based on Fellini's Nights of Cabiria.
	:. Sweet Charity; or The Adventures of a Girl Who Wanted to Be Loved

When one character in this film remarks that his enemy "gave his word," another character interrupts that "it's who you give it to," noting that their common enemy was working for Pat Harrigan in fear of going to jail again.  At the end, Coffer, T. C., and the rest of the vultures don't go far, and that previously referenced enemy joins Freddie and the pure Indios, though it "ain't like it used to be."  Perhaps because Teresa was shot by Angel, Generalisimo Machepa cuts his throat, prompting the Gorch brothers and Dutch Engstrom to go berserk, killing hundreds of Huerta's men with a machine gun before being killed in Agua Verde.  The titular group steals arms on a railroad while Deke Thornton and his bounty hunters pursue.  FTP name this Sam Peckinpah film about Pike Bishop, the leader of a crazy gang of ex-soldiers.
	:. The Wild Bunch

One character in this film sings of Betsy and Ike on two oxen named for Shanghai and calls the protagonists beginners.  The director was immobilized by a bad back for much of the shooting, and criticized the female star for trying to handle the camera during the second hit on the flyer.  Challenged by Harvey Logan, one character tells another to kill him when he loses the duel.  E. H. Haraman of the Union Pacific hires Joe Laforce, Lord Baltimore, and the rest of the Superpossy to hunt down the Hole in the Wall gang, whose leaders emigrated to Bolivia to become the Banditos Yanquis, only to face the Bolivia militia after a routine bank robbery.  FTP name this western starring Paul Newman and Robert Redford as a notorious pair of likeable outlaws.
	:. Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid

At the center of its plot is a poem thought to be beautiful by the protagonist that was not actually written by Tommy.  After a woman is crucified by kitchen utensils, the house burns down, and though Sue Snell dreams of visiting the burnt down ground with flowers for the "for sale" sign at the center, the dead character's arm drags her down as she awakes from a nightmare.  Billy Nolan gets some favors from Chris Hargensen for getting pig blood, and the protagonist likens one experience to "being on Mars."  After being voted home-coming queen, Miss White is drenched by blood, and a can hitting Tommy Ross causes everyone to laugh.  Mayhem then ensues as everyone in school is killed by the titular character's telekinetic abilities.  FTP name this Brian De Palma film starring Sissy Spacek as the blood-drenched timid protagonist.
	:. Carrie

She tells her bandaged lover that because she can't see his face, "it'd be like doing it with a stranger," but that patient now named Anderson, remarks that "the part that counts is still the same."  Claiming that "he went down just like in the movies", Bunyon is in disbelief over the survival of her beau Dalton Ford.  She uses the help of Oscar and the rest of the Anti-Slavery Neighborhood Committee to sabotage a deal by crashing a plane, and sends Elias's castrated member to his lover Madame Katherine Wall.  Taking the alias Misty Cotton, she is sent with Claudia to bribe Judge Fenton with some lovin, but she is annoyed with his "meat shortage," and charges him with "assault with an undeadly blunt instrument."  Avenging the death of her bro Link, an heroine addict, FTP name this titular blaxploitation character played by Pam Grier.
	:. Foxy Brown

At one point during this film, a lifesaver with the inscription "L'atalante" is tossed to the heroine, but she can't hear the engagement offer through the falling water.  During the climactic scene, the hostess notes that "this is a contest" and tells the couple to "go to the movies to see love."  At an apartment on 1 Jules Verne street in Passy, a man whose name is concealed calls the woman a pig-fucker, and sees "the ass of death in the womb of fear" while abusing Jeanne, who likes it.  But at the end, her fiance Tom, a pretentious filmmaker, dislikes the apartment, and she at last shoots the frustrated stalking American Paul, who conceals his dead wife Rosa in his hotel at the titular city.  FTP name this film starring Maria Schneider and Marlon Brando, about a final tryst at a dance hall, directed by Bernardo Bertolucci.
	:. Ultimo tango a Parigi; or Last Tango in Paris; or Le dernier tango a Paris

The protagonist of this film invites his love-interest to watch Kung Fu, and later, he explains a process he utilizes as "the way they do it in Superman III."  Smykowski gives a barbeque for a recent settlement, where the protagonist gets worried that he'll get sent to a "pound-me-in-the-ass prison" for taking part in a scheme that relies on round-off errors in interest calculations.  A hypnotized Peter Gibbons treats his work like a non-entity, leading to a promotion from Slydell and Porter, and Milton burns down Initech, effectively covering up the crime.  FTP name this film starring Jennifer Aniston as a Chotchkie waitress, and Ron Livingston as a software engineer crammed in a cubicle fixing the year 2000 bug.
	:. Office Space

The beginning of this movie pays homage to the fan scene of Apocalypse Now.  One scene contains a reference to Maya Angelou's I Know Why a Caged Bird Sings, as a waitress gets it on with the man who took her son to the hospital.  That son, a fat kid who can't stop eating candy bars, dies after being run over by a car.  His father Lawrence Musgrove is executed in a Georgia pennitentiary, where Buck, Sonny, and Hank Grotowski worked as prison guards.  The interracial love affair of Leticia and Hank is central in, FTP what 2002 independent Marc Forster film featuring a daring love scene between Billy Bob Thornton and Halle Berry, whose title indicates a horrifying dance party.
	:. Monster's Ball

One character in this work makes himself out to be Humphrey Bogart in The Oklahoma Kid, but accidently shoots Spider in the foot.  After a scene at Copa on Saturday night for the girlfriends, we see Karen yelling at Janice on the intercom because she's ruining her marriage.  At the end, the protagonist bemoans having ordered spaghetti with marinara sauce but getting only egg noodles and ketchup, and complains that he gets "to live the rest of [his] life like a schnook."  One character tells his mom to stop painting, and earlier frightens the protagonist by grilling him: "I'm funny how? funny like a clown? I amuse you?"  The death of Billy Batts eventually leads to the whacking of Tommy De Vito when he's supposed to be "made," and regulars like Anthony Stabile and Farnkie Carbone start dying after the Lufthansa heist.  FTP name this film about a gangster who turns to the witness protection program, starring Ray Liotta as Henry Hill, Robert De Niro as Jimmy the Gent, and Joe Pesci as Tommy.
	:. Goodfellas

One character in this film warns against the use of beer with aspirin, and comforts the protagonist with the assertion that "if you're afraid of dying it shows you have a life worth keeping."  Later, the protagonist tells him that "your death will the first real thing to happen to you" after learning of his affair with Kay, but he escapes from Masanga with the help of Junju.  These two characters first meet on the roads of Mgambo, where they exchange a uniform and a soccer t-shirt after Nicholas Garrigan shoots a cow to save it from more suffering.  Gillian Anderson plays the humanitarian Sarah Merrit, but it's another performance that required builking up with bananas and beans that was deemed Oscar worthy.  FTP name this film about Ugandan dictator Idi Amin that won the best actor Oscar for Forest Whitaker.
	:. The Last King of Scotland

13 foreign language.

About an hour into this film, the waves of the sea are contrasted with the waves of the people over whom the camera rocks like a sling.  Tristan Fleuri appears variously as an innkeeper, an agitator, and a scullion, while the globe is superimposed against the protagonist's wife, a woman whose lips he earlier mistook for Paris.  Scherer calls the plans of the titular character those of a mad man, and his daring escape from Ajaccio using the French flag for his sails is followed by battle atop Little Gibraltar in the siege of Toulon.  Beginning with a snowball fight in Brienne, FTP name this film with music by Arthur Honegger that concludes in polyvision, a split screen view of the Italian conquests of the titular military leader, directed by Abel Gance.
	:. Napoleon

The protagonist of this film feels like "molten lead poured over an open wound" when he hears the news of a man who earlier claimed that they had belonged to the same race "that holds on," and takes as his motto "face up to it."  The protagonist tells one character that she will find his secret "and lose it in turn, and others will pass it on after" her, before riding with the foreign legionnaire Olivier to the train station.  At the end, Dufrety writes a letter to Torcy explaining that his friend died with the last words "what does it matter? all is grace."  Rescued from the cold by the earlier prankster Seraphita, the protagonist is blamed for the death of the countess after she is persuaded to throw away her only momento of her dead son.  Nursing a diet of only wine-soaked bread, the protagonist is labeled by Chantal to the village as a drunkard, and his written confessions are ignored.  FTP name this film about a priest of Ambricourt, the best known work by Robert Bresson, based on a novel by Georges Bernanos.
	:. Journal d'un cure de campagne; or Diary of a Country Priest

One character in this film asks for his pistol because he can't die without it, but doesn't have enough strength to pull the trigger when he gets it, and the man who killed him tells another man to "go home," because "a long life eating porridge is best."  Before being duped into carrying a barrel containing the protagonist to the cemetery, Inokichi is tricked into calling for help before entering a house that held Nui captive, so that the protagonist could enter to kill the guards and make a mess on purpose to implicate Tazaemon.  Unosuke starts a fire to help his brother Ushitora smoke out his ex-boss Seibei, but he forgets about a man rescued by old Gonji who had given his name as Kuwabatake, meaning "mulberry field."  FTP name this film that inspired Sergio Leone's A Fistful of Dollars, a Kurosawa work about a rogue samurai.
	:. Yojimbo; or The Bodyguard

One character in this film vows to "enter the history of the world, and do away with the world behind the world."  Another character wants to "be beautiful or else absolutely nothing," and once looked into a mirror "to see one-self think," and is unknowingly observed by the audience face-to-face.  At a Nick Cave and the Bad Seeds concert, a woman declares love for a man she has never seen and tells him "we are now the times."  After gaining the ability to recognize colors, the protagonist uses the word "campanero" to get in touch with Peter Falk, who tells him to find out about the world on his own.  An aged poet is writing an epic of peace, a trapeze artist wants to be alone, and two characters listen to people's minds and recall "when the child was a child."  FTP name this best known film of Wim Wenders about angels of Germany.
	:. Der Himmel uber Berlin; or Wings of Desire; or The Sky Over Berlin

One character in this work imitates the T-shape of a tree twig, then plants tomatoes in the wild that are quickly abandoned.  Another character gets clothes from Teresa, a widow who always eats on her feet.  A discussion about how everything is pointless unless even a pebble has meaning is given by a performer who earlier ate speghetti on a tightrope.  That fool also yelled "there's a telephone call for you" while another character tried to expand his lungs, leading to a chase that lands him in jail.  A trumpet-playing "artichoke head" tells the protagonist "if I don't stay with you who will?," but his cover-up of a road-side murder leads him to abandon Gelsomina, whom he had trained to "sing and dance like Rosa."  FTP name this film about Zampano's traveling circus, a Federico Fellini work starring Anthony Quinn.
	:. La strada; or The Road

One character in this film is unsure whether the father of her child is a soldier from Florence or another soldier from Naples.  Another character makes the third floor of San Martino della Battaglia his home, worked for 30 years at the Ministry of Public Affairs, and goes by the last name of Ferrari.  He tries to sell his watch to Orazio Valenti and borrow money from Battistini so that he can pay his rent, because his landlady Elena is marrying the manager Paolo so she can get into the movies for free; but he ends up leaving with his dog Flag whom he tries to give away to Daniela.  Almost comitting suicide on the train tracks, FTP name this senior citizen, the title neorealist character of the last film of Vittorio de Sica.
	:. Umberto D.

In one moment in this work, a party goes out to look for a black poodle named Zeus who can do two-legged tricks, but the protagonist is mesmerized instead by wind-blown flagpoles.  That dog belongs to Marta, who has a hippopotamus's leg for a table leg, and was raised in Kenya, where she claims "6 million blacks want to throw out 60,000 whites."  One character notes that Rumianca is the only company that didn't go under, because it invented a new soap for the bidet, and tells the protagonist that he has no idea where the billions go during such a crisis at the stock exchange.  One shot shows the protagonist and Anita flying amidst nimbostratus clouds after she has broken up with her boyfriend Riccardo.  Piero is a stock agent and Vittoria is the daughter of a stock player, but they can't fall in love.  The last film in a trilogy of alienation that began with L'avventura, FTP name this film that ends with the night lamp going off, a metaphor for modern society, a work by Michelangelo Antonioni that has shown up in bonus parts of tournaments this year.
	:. L'eclisse; or Eclipse

"Everything that happens to me is my life; I'm sorry; forgive me" were the final words of the protagonist in this film, in which she tells a story of a girl who suddenly began hearing voices from nowhere after a ship departs.  She imagines that her son Valerio was paralyzed, and becomes detached from her husband Ugo.  "There's something terrible about reality," Guiliana exclaims to her lover Corrado, who reassures her that "we all suffer from it."  The madness of blue gives way to a color of passion, and finally, to the industrial desolation of green and yellow.  After the auto accident, Guiliana became neurotic and tried to kill herself, imagining everybody's voice.  FTP name this first color film by Michelangelo Antonioni, starring Richard Harris and Monica Vitti, the lonely inhabitant of the title locale in the title color.
	:. Red Desert

One character in this work speaks of a spider who "tried to force himself into" her when the door in the attic opened just as a helicopter lands outside, a moment when "reality burst open" for her brother.  Another character is taken to a play about an boy who refuses to joing the Princess of Castile in her tomb, exclaiming "death alone shall love me," a play entitled The Artistic Haunt.  That character, David, plans on heading a tour to Dubrovnik, and returns with gifts from Switzerland that are judged to be second rate, so he goes indoors to cry and make the figure of a cross.  Martin criticizes his wife's father for giving more time to his novel than to Minus, noting that "your faith and your doubt are very unconvincing, that's your ingenuity."  While on a wrecked ship during a storm, Karin goes on a trance believing that God will one day arrive, and then seduces her brother.  FTP name this Ingmar Bergman film that came before Winter Light and The Silence in his trilogy of faith, a 1962 foreign film Oscar winner that is much starker than the adventures of Alice in Wonderland.
	:. Sasom i en spegel; or Through a Glass Darkly

In his soon-to-be-published Manuscript Found by a Nasty Kid, he relates how he peeked into a phone booth in which a man is angry with a recent breakup, and picked up the pieces of a photo of Barnerias, with whom he fell in love.  He relates how he met a woman called "Peggy Proper," and how he always demands a handkerchief and never blows his nose on tissue paper in his novel Love and Other Troubles.  He only dates girls two heads taller than him and investigates both Fabienne Tabard in Stolen Kisses and his mom's lover Lucien in Love on the Run.  He has an affair with Colette Tazzi in Love at Twenty, and he famously lied about his mother's death, stole a typewriter, and escaped from reform school.  FTP name this Balzac-lover who is neglected by his parents, the hero of Bed and Board and 400 Blows, played by Jean-Pierre Leaud.
	:. Antoine Doinel; accept either name

One character in this film asks the driver whether he's in a film or in real life.  A fish is stuck into a real person so that she may be cooked in this film, which is found by a black guy and a Arab guy in a trashcan, and self-proclaimed a film lost in the cosmos.  One character calls it a "rotten film," because all he "meets are crazy people."  A long shot of a pianist bringing Mozart's music to workers and farmhands is memorable, but more famously, car honks are used to mimick the incomprehension of human speech.  Phony-graphs, cannibalist rituals, traffic jams, and random interrupting placards abound in, FTP this film following Roland and Corrine's drive to Ouiville to murder the wife's mother during a short vacation, by Jean-Luc Godard.
	:. Weekend

The hero of this work tells Anita that dreams crash on the sides of rocks, and is saved many times by a badge that reads 786, but loses it on his escape to the temple, where he had entered for the first time to pray for his ailing mother.  After the protagonist buys a building for his mom which she had carry stones to help build, his brother asks him to sign a statement of guilt.  A shoe shiner won't accept money that is tossed to him, even though he is branded with a tattoo that reads "my father is a thief."  Ravi and Vijay end up a poor cop and a wealthy criminal, though their mom stays with Ravi and accepts a medal on his behalf at the end.  With music by R. D. Burman before his work on Sholay, FTP name this classic starring Amitabh Bachchan as a rebellious dock worker turned gangster, a Bollywood movie named for an obstruction.
	:. Deewaar; or The Wall; or I'll Die for Mama

In one scene in this work, an old man is seen bungy jumping on TV, and the main character's mom mistakens her for Marie-France while claiming to see "the whole world on TV."  An enlarged view of the retina begins and ends this work, in which the boy Antoine is told about a joke in which a doctor gives a patient a laxative to stop coughing when the boy tries to return a necklace.  Lucille finds her father at the strip club where she worked, and Sandrine the lawyer prompts her ex-lover's wife to take up her husband's memento, a theme of Van den Budenmayer's, seriously.  Olivier gets Julie Vignon to finish a commission for the European Council meant to celebrate the formation of the EU, a composition played by 12 orchestras from different nations simultaneously that was left unfinished when Patrice de Courcy died.  FTP name this film starring Juliette Binoche as an angry widow, the first work in a trilogy that includes White and Red, by Krzysztof Kieslowski.
	:. Trois couleurs: Bleu; or Trzy kolory: Niebieski; or Three Colors: Blue

7 themes.

In one film about it, Zanfield is convinced to let Hank negotiate, and the spotlight man yells that "you couldn't sing if you had a search light" just after a song about it, which notes that "a million hearts beat quicker there."  Walter Winchell called it the Big Gulch, the goal of it all, and according to a Cole Porter song, you don't monkey with it.  Bobby Van jumps around like a rabbit in a song about it in Small Town Girl, while Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers reenact a Scottish scene in "My One and Only Fling", a song from their last film together about the Barkleys of this place.  Mickey Rooney imitates Carmen in the song "Ma Yo Quiero" in a musical about the babes of this place, which is also the title of the melody of 1936, 1938, and 1940, and best picture of 1929.  FTP name this street, home to expensive theatres.
	:. Broadway

A film about the wife of a deportation camp worker, Lena, and her friendship with the wife of a would-be actor, Madeleine.  A film in which two fishermen pick up an escaped convict who marked them out for death.  A film telling of a village outcast who could scale an unscaleable peak, Junta.  Films with reduced plots like Jeanne Dielman and Meetings with Anna.  Early moral message films like Where Are My Children and The Blot.  The aforementioned Entre nous in addition to Peppermint Soda and C'est la vie.  The aforementioned The Hitch-Hiker in addition to The Bigamist and Not Wanted.  The aforementioned The Blue Light in addition to The White Hell of Pitz Palu and Tiefland.  A stream-of-consciousness film about the wife of a counsul, Anne-Marie Stretter, India Song, as well as Nathalie Granger and Destroy, She Said in addition to the works by aforementioned Chantal Akerman and Lois Weber.  A film documenting a speech encouraging people to "hold up the banner that we lifted out of nothingness," given in Nuremberg, Triumph of the Will, as well as Olympia.  Films made by Dorothy Arzner, Nell Shipman, Germaine Dulac, Alice Guy, and the aforementioned works by Diane Kurys, Ida Lupino, Marguerite Duras, and Leni Reifenstahl.  FTP these films all share what characteristic with works directed by Nora Ephron, Julie Taymor, and Penny Marshall?
	:. films by female directors; accept equivalents

In one film by a director from this country, Elsalill falls in love with Sir Archi, one of the murderers of her household, while in another film, the wife of an entomologist, Irene, falls in love with an aviator as well as her husband's best friend.  The story of a fisherman who breaks the British blockade, A Man There Was, was directed by a man from this nation, and he also created a wanderer who gets involved with the widow Halla in The Outlaw and His Wife and a tramp who dies on New Year's Eve in The Phantom Carriage.  The aforementioned Sir Arne's Treasure and Erotikon are by Mauritz Stiller, and another director from this country is the maker of Last Couple Out and Torment, Alf Sjoberg [SEA-berg].  The disappearance of a painter on the island of Baltrum and the merging identities of Alma and Elizabeth Vogler form the basis of films by a disciple of Victor Sjostrom [SEA-strom] from here.  FTP name this nation home to the director of Hour of the Wolf and Persona, Ingmar Bergman.
	:. Sweden

One film by a director from this country has Marie One and Marie Two wear matching outfits and stage dinner dates with older men before demolishing a banquet.  Another film by a creator from this nation sees the boy Herma saved from death by a punched hole in a bathroom wall only to be shot suddenly by a machine gun during a mission after making love to Victoria Freie.  A doctor must choose whether to harbor a fugitive in The Fifth Horseman Is Fear, and women that survived in a post-atomic world roam on horseback in The End of August at the Hotel Ozone, works by Brynych and Schmidt, both from this country.  The director who introduced Hedy Lamar to the US in Extase, Gastav Machaty, is from here, as is the maker of Intimate Lighting, Ivan Passer.  The aforementioned Daisies by Vera Chytilova and Closely Watched Trains by Jiri Menzel belong to the "golden age" of filmmaking in this nation, which saw its own New Wave in the 1960s.  The directors of The Shop on Main Street, Hair, and Amadeus are from, FTP this nation, home to Elmar Klos, Jan Kadar, and Milos Forman.
	:. Czech republic; accept "Czechoslovakia" if said with much gusto

Its section III-F states that "everything possible in a play is not possible in film," and because "the screen story is brought closer to the audience than the play," "the larger the audience, the lower the moral mass resistance to suggestion."  Its briefest section, section X, notes that the "rights, history, and feelings of any nation are entitled to most careful consideration and respectful treatment."  Calling motion pictures "the most powerful force for the improvement of mankind," it was written partially in response to the a pronouncement of Barbara La Marr as "The Girl Too Beautiful To Live," as well as the death of Virginia Rappe caused by an exploding bladder.  It altered the role of Maureen O'Sullivan's body double in Tarzan and His Mate and Jane Russel's cleavage in the Howard Hughes production, The Outlaw.  Begun by a campaign manager of Harding's and interpreted by Eric Johnston and the MPAA, FTP name this series of industrial standards governing Hollywood censorship.
	:. Hays code; or Production code

A 1965 musical about this was made by Li Kao, and features the scholar Chang Chen reprieved by the goddess of mercy.  Tadeusz Makarczynski made a film about this "of Warsaw," and a middle-aged Bostonian on vacation in the Caribbean takes this home with him in a movie about "Mr. Peabody and" this.  Georges Melies made a film about this in which a man pulls rabbits and fish from his top hat standing outside an empty aquarium.  The Antiban Marion Vergano is discovered to be the person claiming to be Julie Roussel, who cleaned out Louis Mahe's bank account in a Francois Truffaut film about the "Mississippi" version of this.  Annette Kellerman the Australian swimming champion is played by water ballet extraorinaire Esther Williams in the "Million Dollar" type of this.  Allen Bauer meets one named Madison after a boating accident in Splash.  FTP name this creature best associated with the song "Under the Sea," named Ariel in a Disney movie about the "little" one of them.
	:. mermaid

The Japanese sci-fi films Rodan, The Mysterians, and The H-Man are examples of this, partly because they are irresponsible in their fantasy.  The "canon" of this varies with time, and films that do not satisfy this include Hitchcock's To Catch a Thief and Rear Window, because their self-parody leads to self-contempt.  Anita Ekberg was induced to it without her knowledge, and Marlene Dietrich's The Devil Is a Woman especially satisfies this.  Sergei Eisenstein films don't usually make it, but his Ivan the Terrible does succeed by being "a little more off."  The greatest examples of it include Trouble in Paradise and The Maltese Falcon, as indicated in point 20 of the essay in which it is described.  Describing that which is "good because it's awful," FTP name this aesthetic sensibility, "notes" on which was collected in Against Interpretation by Susan Sontag.
	:. Camp


